element
classic & 790
LED Task Lights

Humanscale
Element Classic / Element 790

Featuring advanced MCX LED Technology for exceptional performance, Element Classic and Element 790 are two of the most award-winning LED task lights in the world. Element Classic combines innovative design and high-performance illumination in the ultimate LED task light. And Element 790 adds a seven-level dimmer for enhanced user control and energy savings.
Element Classic / Element 790

Features

- Single light source casts just one shadow
- Produces a large footprint of 3500K (neutral white) light
- Excellent color quality - CRI 85
- Unique, heat-shedding design maximizes light output and increases the light’s usable life
- Intuitive dimmer switch controls 7 levels of adjustable illumination for extra energy savings and control (Element 790 only)
- 20 mounting options suit virtually any work environment
- Universal power supply and interchangeable plug options accommodate global power outlets
- Perfect internal counterbalance provides effortless, one-touch positioning

Specifications

- Power consumption: 5 watts, utilizes only 0.5 watts in lowest setting
- Color Temperature: 3500K
- Life: 50,000 hours (L70)
- ETL, CB Certified
- RoHS/WEEE compliant
- Maximum reach: 28”
- Working height: 18”
- 360° swivel from base
- 135° front-to-back head tilt
- 90° side-to-side head rotation
- Finish options: Silver, White with Silver accents, Black (Element 790 only)
- May contribute to valuable LEED-CI, -NC and -EB credits
- 5-year, 24/7 warranty